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        TECHNICAL DATA SHEET 
 

 

1. IDENTIFICATION OF THE PRODUCT AND THE COMPANY  

 

 

 

2. DESCRIPTION 

 

GOO priming spray for plastic is a high-quality, fast-drying, single component insulation primer, 

specially developed to treat the last remaining sanded areas before spraying the finishing layer. 

GOO priming adheres perfectly to just about any treated or untreated surface such as steel, 

galvanised steel, aluminium, stainless steel, wood, plaster and most types of plastic. Due to its 

unique composition, it is suitable as a base layer for just about every type of modern paint 

system.  

 

Due to its extremely fast drying, GOO priming is dust dry after 5 minutes and can be painted 

over after 15 minutes. The excellent fluidity created by its unique composition of resins and 

solvents means that produces an ultra-smooth surface that requires sanding. This unique 

composition makes GOO priming resistant to just about every kind of modern degreaser.  

 

GOO priming is light grey/grey/dark grey in colour giving excellent cover for just about any 

colour painted over it.  

 

Thanks to its aerosol packaging GOO priming is extremely user friendly and easy to apply. The 

product comes with a special nozzle, which creates a professional spray pattern with no over-

spray, exactly like the cone of a spray gun. The nozzle is adjustable, so that the product can be 

sprayed horizontally and vertically. 

 

3. PROPERTIES 

 

- It perfectly suits to sanded edges. 

- Excellent adhesion to most common surfaces. 

- Very fast drying and hardening. 

- Excellent fluidity. 

- Good resistance to most degreasers. 

- It can be sprayed over using just about any modern paint system. 

-  

NAME OF THE 

PRODUCT 

Goo priming spray for plastic 400ml 

CODE 090049  (light grey)    090050  (grey) 090053  (dark grey) 

DISTRIBUTOR BOSSAUTO INNOVA, S.A. 

ADDRESS c/ Thomas Edison 16, Apartado de correos 95 

CITY 08430 La Roca del Vallés (Barcelona) 

PHONE 902 100 667 

FAX 902 363 047 

E-MAIL info@bossauto.com 

WEB www.bossauto.com 
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- Professional spray pattern. 

 

4. PROCESSING 

 

A. Colour 

- Light grey, grey, dark grey. 

 

B. Characteristics  

- Excellent covering power, fast drying, easy sanding and good cover.  

- Can be repainted with all type of paints, 1K and 2K.  

- Resistant to degreasing products. Optimum protection against corrosion.  

 

C. Work conditions 

- About 10ºC and 80% of relative humidity in air.  

- Do not cover with materials containing polyester.  

 

D. Drying time 

- Surface drying: after approx. 5-10 minutes. 

- Handling: after approx. 15-20 minutes.  

- Ready to be sanded: after approx. 30 minutes. 

 

 

5. DIRECTIONS FOR USE 

 

All the surfaces must be clean, dry and grease free. Shake well for approx. 3 minutes before 

use. Spray at a distance of approx. 20-30cm. Apply several diluted layers, wait 3-5 minutes 

between each layer. After using it, put the container upside down and spray until the valve gets 

clean to prevent the obstruction of the valve. 

 

6. SAFETY DATA 

 

- Use only in ventilated areas. Keep away from ignition sources, do not smoke, eat or 

drink.  

- Keep away from children.  

- Caution: pressure container.  

- Keep away from direct sunlight and avoid temperatures higher than 50ºC. 

- Professional use only.  

- Caution: this product must be disposed off according to the regulations of environmental 

authorities. 

 
The technical information is in accordance with our experience. We assure the quality of the product. However, the 
conditions of use are not under our control and we cannot assume any responsibility of the obtained results. 

 


